FEEDER PACKAGE ESPECIALLY FOR FOLDING GLUING MACHINES (FKM)
Application
The robust, single-sided design makes it possible to position the feeder exactly above almost
every folding gluing machine. The "flying" exit extensions hardly disturb the FKM's top belts,
and the feeder can be used flexibly and in this way feed onto almost every section of the
folding box.

Advantage
The feeder's side supports make it possible to position it exactly from the side using a handwheel so as to facilitate the precise positioning of even very small products such as booklets,
inserts, etc. The high-quality linear guide makes exact positioning possible and, using a
second hand wheel, the feeder's angle, i.e. feeding angle, remains adjustable. Using the
small product package, even the smallest enclosures (e.g. 30 x 40mm) can be reliably
separated.

Separate start panel

Special inline frame
The feeder module can be used at almost
every position with the existing machine.
This also provides many possibilities for
other processing machines.
The frame can be equipped with a simple
control system or programmable control
system above the electric lifting columns, i.e.
6 positions can be programmed. These can
then be moved to the saved position with a
simple press of the button. The complete unit
is mobile and can be used easily with a
variety of machines. With the use of cable
track, the entire unit is clearly laid out and
orderly.
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Touch screen

side adjuster

The feeder is equipped with a
separator especially adapted for
small products such as enclosures
and leaflets. The easy adjustment
and short tooling times make it
possible to use the machine
economically and reasonably. The
new control technology leaves the
feeding precision without competition,
even at high speeds. And the
corresponding mechanical features
improve on this. Even semi-skilled
personnel can use the colour touch
screen without difficulty to operate
and set the parameters.
Optionally, our control system can
also control a hot glue machine with
up to 2 glue nozzles, which makes an
investment in a gluing machine
unnecessary.

Angle adjuster - angle of the complete feeder

Flying exit with pressure roller

Special designs
We are happy to work out for you the right concept and offer the appropriate solution for you.
Please talk to our design department about the possibilities.
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